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CLEO SOLO EPS
Standalone electronic prescribing to support your
healthcare setting.

Selecting drugs to add to your electronic prescription in CLEO SOLO EPS

Developed as a Covid-19 response to
enable instant e-prescribing capability,
CLEO SOLO EPS gives clinicians instant
prescribing capability without the need
for any systems integration.
CLEO SOLO EPS is incredibly easy to use.
Once the clinical user has authenticated
their NHS smartcard and selected the
appropriate clinical smartcard role, a
patient can be searched for by NHS
recognised demographic search criteria or
by entering either the EPS prescription ID
or case reference from a previously created
electronic prescription. This robust method
of search functionality means that patient
search errors are minimised and the correct
medications can be prescribed to the
correct patients seamlessly.
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A community pharmacy of the
patient’s choice
CLEO SOLO EPS gives you the
flexibility to electronically dispense to
a pharmacy of the patient’s choice via
the NHS Spine without the need for a
printed FP10*.
When creating an electronic prescription,
the pharmacy search results will display
with the pharmacy nearest the patient’s
required location at the top of the list. Each
result will display the pharmacy telephone
number to enable you to contact them and
check medications are available, as well as
the pharmacy address and opening times if
required. *If an FP10 is needed, CLEO SOLO EPS supports
FP10 printing.
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Cost Codes
CLEO SOLO EPS gives you the clarity to be able to track your
prescribing costs against specific services, departments or
geographical setting. We also support the use of multiple codes
specific to your organisation within your product instance. This means
that when reporting against EPS activity, this important metric is
captured.

A completed prescription within CLEO SOLO EPS

SMS Notifications
With patient consent you are able to
send confirmation of their prescription ID,
which they can use when they collect their
prescription at their chosen pharmacy.
If someone is collecting the prescription
on the patient’s behalf, the patient
representative’s mobile number should be
entered; if the patient is unsure of who the
representative will be at the time, you can
send the text to the patient, who will be
able to forward it as required.

SMS Prescription ID and Google Map Location
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“The most intuitive software I have ever seen”

“Everything is so logical”

“We can’t wait to see the time
and cost saving metrics”

ABOUT CLEO SYSTEMS
CLEO systems provides a new breed of patient
management solution. Our team brings 20 years of
software experience including collaboration with
a team of NHS Clinicians.
This allows us to design user-friendly systems to improve operational efficiency and
clinical safety, whilst keeping patients at the heart of your service.
We understand your business
We have a deep-rooted understanding of the ever changing demands of Integrated
Care services. This enables us to work with you to ensure our suite of CLEO software
products suits your requirements at every stage - call handler, clinician and patient.
Our vision reflects the NHS’s Long Term Plan of making “digitally-enabled primary
and outpatient care” mainstream, by bringing technology to the heart of every out-ofhospital health provider in the UK. We’re making it happen by creating a product suite
that is easy to use, ahead of its time, flexible, safe and delivers clinical and financial
efficiencies.

How to contact us
For more information about CLEO Systems
and how we can help you provide a better
patient journey call 03333 200024
or email hello@cleosystems.com
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www.cleosystems.com
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